Play
The Kin Play was created to provide a simple yet remarkable audio solution.
Designed for the next generation of Totem’s growing family.

Discover Kin Play and all the acoustic pleasures it provides. www.totemacoustic.com

skograndcables.com

When Black Mirror
Comes Alive

Looking at Black Mirror Technology That Already Exists
by Stephanie Greenall
Screenshot from the “White Christmas” episode of BBC’s Black Mirror.

W

hen it comes to technology, I
wouldn’t say that I’m scared
of it, in fact, it’s the complete opposite. My house is overrun with Alexa, I
spend more time in virtual reality than
the average bear, and I have drawers
full of wearable tech devices. I have
always been interested in how innovation has impacted and shaped
communities and cultures, but when
it comes to the darker side of tech
it can get a little bit frightening. If
you have ever watched BBC’s Black
Mirror you will understand what I am
talking about. The show explores the
unanticipated consequences of new
technologies in modern society. While
the series is fictional, the technology
might not be too far off.
Check out Black Mirror technology
that already exists!

The Next Coming of Cujo?

Earlier this year, the internet did a
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collective shudder as our news feeds The company’s founder and CEO Marc
were invaded with Boston Dynamics’ Raibert has played down the idea of
new robot. The four-legged “dog” weaponizing robots, but he hasn’t
was featured in a video opening the denied future military applications.
While the Boston Dynamics videos
door for another automated hound
and left the world asking, “What may have made you feel a little
are these robots for?” While the uneasy about our harmonious future
secretive robotics company -- which with robots, Black Mirror’s episode
was started with funding from the “Metalhead” from season four would
US military -- has typically kept silent have pushed that queasy feeling
about whether they are developing just a little bit further. The episode
a high-tech helper or a murderous -- which was filmed entirely in black
droid, they have recently announced and white -- features a lone survivor
their first commercial product. who is trying to flee robotic dogs in
Affectionately called the SpotMini, an apocalyptic landscape. Inspired
the robot will be sold to businesses by Boston Dynamics’ BigDog -- the
as a camera-equipped security larger version of the SpotMini -- the
guard next year. Boston Dynamics robot viciously pursues the survivor
continues to release glimpses into and leaves the viewer with a less
the future of robotics with videos than fuzzy feeling about a future with
featuring animal-like machines that these prospective pooches. Whether
can navigate obstacles like doors and you’re excited to see if it will be
tables. These machines can also jump, Alexa-enabled or if you think this is
gallop and prowl like our furry friends. a computerized Cujo, the robots are
www.novo.press

WHEN BLACK MIRROR COMES ALIVE
coming. Let’s just hope they stay
on our side!
Flight of a Thousand
Bumblebees

Before Black Mirror sent shivers
down our spines with computerized
canines, the show introduced
a smaller and equally terrifying
killing machine, bees. Continuing
on the theme of biorobotics, which
combines design principles from
nature with robots, the “bees” were
developed to fill the void left by the
extinction of the real thing. The
closing episode of season three,
‘Hated in the Nation’, explores what
happens when these happy little
honeybees get hacked. The pintsized pollinators become deadly
drones and go on a murderous Boston Dynamics’s SpotMini robot is capable of opening doors - wow!
rampage.
insects continues, and if we are developer Henrique Jorge. The social
The episode also tackles the issues
unable to resurrect their population, networking platform -- which is still
of cyberbullying and accountability.
we will have to rely on Harvard, or in beta -- creates a virtual being
Featuring a viral Twitter game
possibly Walmart, to save us.
called a Counterpart. By gathering
dubbed, “Game of Consequences”
posts and comments you publish, the
Ready
for
Virtual
users choose the bees’ next victim
Counterpart can begin to emulate
Immortality?
by tweeting with the hashtag
your personality. The more you share,
#DeathTo. Those who fall prey to
Inspired by series creator Charlie the more your virtual double will
the killer bees are people who have
Brooker’s experience of feeling oddly learn. By absorbing your behaviour
misbehaved online -- like posting
disrespectful about deleting a friend’s through your profile, the Counterpart
images of urinating on war memorials
contact information after they had will be able to post for you long after
or insulting a young child.
passed away, “Be Right Back” explores you die. Like Facebook -- and other
While we haven’t quite managed to
grief, artificial intelligence, and virtual social media platforms -- the ETER9
take robotic hits out through social
immortality. The episode begins with network features a newsfeed and
media yet, there has been some
a young woman whose boyfriend dies a profile, which is referred to as a
movement in pollination through
in a car accident. As she mourns her “cortex.” What gives me the willies is
automation. Researchers at the Wyss
loss, she is introduced to a service that you could end up meeting your
Institute at Harvard University have
that allows her to communicate Counterpart before you die!
been developing autonomously flying
with her recently passed partner
ETER9 wasn’t the first of its kind.
microrobots, or RoboBees. Measuring
using artificial intelligence (AI). In 2010, a company called Virtual
about half the size of a paperclip and
Uploading her boyfriend’s past online Eternity unveiled a website which
weighing less than one-tenth of a
communication and social media would allow you to train your double
gram, these RoboBees use “artificial
accounts, a new virtual persona with personality tests, voice notes,
muscles” to fly and are designed
echoing his mannerisms is created. and photos from your social media
to perform myriad roles including
The young woman continues to share accounts. The site didn’t last long
crop pollination, search and rescue
videos and phone calls to help the AI and was shut down two years later.
missions, surveillance, as well as
learn and expand its interactions. She Virtual immortality continues to be
high-resolution weather, climate,
constantly spends her time talking explored by AI developers and brings
and environmental monitoring. Will
and interacting with “him,” resulting up a number of questions relating
these automated insects solve the
in the question, “Does this help with to the ethics of grief and mortality.
pollination problem? The university
grief or make it worse?”
Would you want to live forever as an
isn’t the only organization who thinks
While this episode seems a little far- AI?
so. It turns out Walmart filed a patent
fetched, there are already companies
With an expected release date of
in 2017 for drones that are designed
out there that have been working December 2018, I am excited to see
to pollinate crops by carrying pollen
on this service -- scary, I know! A what technology and topics the fifth
from one plant to the next. While
couple of years ago I came across season of Black Mirror will tackle.
bees have reportedly been dying off
ETER9, designed by Portuguese
since the 1990s, the plight of these
www.novo.press
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Meet the Maker
Kirmuss Audio
Charles Kirmuss, Founder, Kirmuss Audio, demonstrates his vinyl restoration system to attendees at an audio show.

by Suave Kajko

K

irmuss Audio has been making that I studied little and remembered
some big waves in the audio everything. At the age of 8, my interest
world over the last several months, in shortwave radio and music as well
since the introduction of the compa- as woodworking inspired me to build
ny’s Ultrasonic Vinyl Restoration Sys- a speaker cabinet from plans in the
tem. Earlier this month I had the op- “Mechanics Illustrated” magazine. I
portunity to chat with founder Charles purchased the drivers from a store
Kirmuss and learn some insights called Heathkit in Montreal, which
about his company as well as his in- was just up the street from my home,
novative vinyl restoration system.
nearby a well known audio retailer
Filtronique.
Fast forward some
SK (Suave Kajko): I understand 40 years, and Filtronique is now a
that you began building your customer of Kirmuss Audio! My next
own audio components and project was a tube amplifier with huge
speakers at a very early age. panel meters. During my high school
How did you get the ‘audio bug’ years every Friday my friend Robert,
when you were so young?
now an MIT mathematician, and I took
the Montreal Metro to St. Catherine
CK (Charles Kirmuss): Everyone in Street and visited every audio shop
school thought I was a nerd because from the east end to the west. We
I got good grades. But the fact is started at Radio Lorenz at 6PM, then
10 NOVO

worked for an hour at Layton Audio in
exchange for equipment, and ended up
at the Audio Shop on Mountain Street.
All of these stores still exist today.
The Audio Shop closed at 9PM but we
often stayed until 10 PM listening to
music. They were the speaker “test
lab” for Mcintosh products. I still own
the McIntosh equipment from the
Audio Shop, as well as an Akai GX-747
reel to reel and a Nakamichi Dragon
deck from Layton Audio.
SK: When did you start
manufacturing cables under the
Kirmuss Audio brand and what
cables do you currently offer?
CK: Our company has been
manufacturing cables for perimeter
security for homeland security
www.novo.press

MEET THE MAKER

Clockwise from top-left: Charles Kirmuss and Michael Fremer of Stereophile, in front of Michael’s 30,000 plus record collection; the
Kirmuss Audio Ultrasonic Vinyl Restoration System; the restoration system in action - cleaning 4 records at once; these are all the
accessories you get with the restoration system.
devices since 1991. Then in 2015, BK
Butler of Butler Audio asked us to develop
a “crossover friendly” and “neutral sounding”
cable for audio applications. Butler Audio has
been designing and building vacuum tube
music products and guitar pedals for over 25
years for some of the biggest artists in the
business, including Elton John, Billy Gibbons
(ZZ Top), David Gilmour (Pink Floyd) and
Eric Clapton. The Kirmuss Audio Adrenaline
loudspeaker cable was born out of this
relationship with Butler Audio. At the time, it
was sold to a select few but now it’s available
to all musicians and audiophiles. Shortly
after that we developed the Kirmuss Audio
Sonice speaker cable. This double shielded
non-coaxial 8-guage cable was originally
designed for power handling in 2-way radio
communications, but it proved to offer an
exemplary performance for studio, home and
car audio applications. Now thanks to the
popularity of the Kirmuss Audio Ultrasonic
www.novo.press

Vinyl Restoration System, our cables are
witnessing unprecedented attention from
audiophiles. It’s not uncommon for audio
experts to compare our twelve-foot $1,200
speaker cables to cables costing nearly 10
times as much. Hmm, ….
SK: What makes your cables unique
compared to other cable designs in
the industry?
CK: Nearly all loudspeakers use a crossover
network which separates the sound
between the drivers and the tweeters, as
seamlessly as possible. We focused a lot
of attention on how signals flow through the
crossover when developing the Adrenaline
loudspeaker cable line, which resulted in
a very transparent cable that allows the
finest of musical details to be heard as
intended by the musician. The cable also
allows remarkable separation between

the instruments which in turn makes the
recordings come alive. As a result, many of
our Adrenaline cables have found their way
into recording studios.
SK: What made you decide to focus
on manufacturing strictly speaker
cables? Do you plan to expand your
product line to include power and
interconnect cables in the future?
CK: Rather than developing many cable
products like other manufacturers, we
decided to focus our efforts on just a few,
very carefully designed products: two
loudspeaker cables and the Ultrasonic Vinyl
Restoration System. I believe that the audio
market could use a better silver interconnect
cable... hmm, stay tuned!
SK: There appears to be a lot of buzz
among the industry and audiophiles
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MEET THE MAKER
about the Ultrasonic Vinyl
Restoration
System
you
released earlier this year. What
inspired the design of this
system?

Ultrasonic Vinyl Restoration
System from other record
cleaners in the market? Tell
me about the technologies that
make up this system.

has jumped from a modest 800 to
over 6,000 records. My excuse to
buy records all the time is that I
need used records to demo our
Ultrasonic Vinyl Restoration System.
I love albums that exemplify a great
sounding music system - recordings
filled with strings, brass percussion
and dimensionality. The old Denon
label resurrected Asian pressings
are some of my favorites. Of course
I also regularly spin up some of the
recordings I used to work on as a
sound mixer when I was younger. My
favorite record is a radio broadcast
of a commentary recorded on glass in
1962, partly because I’m happy that
we are able to restore shellacked and
glass records :-)

CK: Four years ago, I showcased CK: Rather than designing another
the infamous Rogers LS5/9 65th product that cosmetically “cleans”
Anniversary Edition loudspeakers at records, we set out to develop a vinyl
the Munich High End show. Next to my restoration system. Most cleaning
booth, a company was demonstrating systems use water with an enzyme
both vacuum and sonic record added, which is not enough to truly
cleaning systems, retailing for $8,000 clean a record. However vinyl actually
and $12,000 US respectively. I rejects water. We also found that
thought to myself “what makes these other ultrasonic cleaning systems
machines so expensive?” After all, we available in the market are simply
use $500 sonic frequency machines flawed. A surfactant and some elbow
at Kirmuss & Associates to clean grease is needed to get the job done.
PCBs and aluminum chassis. Why Our Ultrasonic Vinyl Restoration
were the other guys asking $8,000? System is the only system on the
We bought one of each machine market that physically shows the SK: Is there any significance to
and pulled them apart. We quickly user when a record has been restored. the rabbit in the Kirmuss Audio
realized that there wasn’t anything Usually the restoration process logo or did you simply intend
special inside that commanded such results in 1.5 to 5 dB of signal gain, for your logo to look more fun
high price tags. Further research depending on the condition of the than regular logos? I noticed
into this product category revealed record being restored. That’s a great that your website also features
that what these machines should sonic improvement!
many pictures of stuffed rabbits.
really be doing is restoring records,
not just cleaning the record surface. SK: What types of music do you CK: What does a wife give to someone
All of the vinyl cleaning systems we enjoy and how often do you get that has everything? We have hares
tested left residue on the record a chance to catch live shows?
around our home in Denver. One even
from the cleaning process, which
travelled in my car’s undercarriage to
resulted in the cartridge needle CK: At the age of 12, I was given the Colorado Springs and back, as well as
making less contact with the record’s opportunity to perform some sound to the office and home for months. So
groove. Most, if not all, did not even mixing for Claude Denjean’s recreation one day my wife brought me a small
clean deep into the groove. We also of the “Moog!” album.
Claude gift, a stuffed rabbit - courtesy of Ikea
discovered that some cleaning revolutionized well known pieces - and I named him Sal. I reciprocated
systems use cleaning agents that are of music by adding the synthesizer, with a stuffed rabbit on her birthday,
not PVC friendly and some ultrasonic even with whimsical songs like Joni which she christened Sally. Then she
systems promote the growth of Mitchel’s Taxi. This exposed me to a surprised me with little Squirt and
fungus if the cleaning system’s tank lot of electronic music from the 70s Itsy-Bitsy. Products of Sal and Sally?
is not emptied immediately after which I still enjoy today. I also love We’ll never know! As we increased
use. Some machines we tested even listening to jazz and disco. I don’t get the production of the Ultrasonic Vinyl
damaged the records’ edges, leaving to see live shows as much as I’d like Restoration System, they seemed
tiny little pieces of the record at to due to my frequent work travels to multiply like rabbits. A rabbit’s
the bottom of the cleaning chamber. but I’ve certainly seen some great sensitive hearing also seemed like
Crazy, isn’t it? After about 3 years of performances in the past. I enjoy live a good parallel to a good audiophile
tests, we realized that there had to be performances because they come ear. Much like our Ultrasonic Vinyl
a better solution to cleaning records. straight from the heart of the artist Restoration System, the rabbits are
Records made in the 50s, 60s, 70s - there are no second takes.
now spreading around the globe since
and 80s cannot be replaced. Most
we hand them out a various trade
of the original record stampers have SK: How many records do you shows. Sal travels with me globally
all been destroyed since the advent have in your collection and what and aids with jet lag. Keep tabs on Sal
of the CD. As audiophiles we should are some of your favorites? and Co!
be the custodians of this wonderful Why are these your favorites?
sounding medium.
For more info about Kirmuss Audio,
CK: My record collection increases please check out
SK: What distinguishes your weekly. In the last few years it www.kirmussaudio.com
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Gifts
Under
$100

Mighty Vibe Spotify Music Player $86 US
The Mighty Vibe is the world’s first standalone Spotify music player designed
for the streaming generation. This tiny
player lets you take your music on the
go, without a smartphone. Simply use its
accompanying app to sync 1000+ songs
from your Spotify account and it’ll reward
you with up to 5 hours of playback from
its battery. The Vibe is compatible with
Bluetooth headphones so you won’t have
to worry about any pesky wires.
www.bemighty.com

2018 Holiday Gift Guide

Happy Holidays From
Suave Kajko & George de Sa!

Amazon Fire HD 8 Tablet – Hands Free with Alexa 8” 16GB, $80 US
Amazon’s all-new Fire HD 8 tablet has an 8” HD display with over 1 million pixels for brilliant
images and video. With a quad-core processor, 16 GB of storage expandable to 400 GB with a
microSD card, it can provide you with all you need for your apps. It also now provides hands-free
access with Alexa, allowing you to use simple verbal commands to play movies, video call, set
a timer, dim the lights or search for information on the web. www.amazon.com

AudioQuest Anti-Static Record Brush, $20 US
With the growing sales of vinyl over the last few years chances
are that you or one of your good friends has been enjoying music on LPs. Without the right brush you may not be doing your
records justice and missing out on just how good records can
sound. Get rid of that dust and eliminate static by using the
AudioQuest Anti-Static Record Brush before your needle drops.
With 624,000 carbon fibers and an ingenious grounding strip
this brush is sure to make vinyl listening even better.
www.audioquest.com
www.novo.press

JBL Flip 4 Bluetooth Speaker, $100 US
There are many portable Bluetooth speakers around but the JBL Flip
4 is definitely a favourite, with its rugged construction, waterproof
fabric and sound-per-pound. Share your music while on the go with
the JBL Flip 4 Bluetooth speaker. It can provide up to 12 hours of
continuous, high-quality audio from its battery and comes in 6 vibrant
waterproof fabric colours. It’s a perfect party gift for friends because
you can wirelessly link more than 100 JBL Connect+ enabled speakers
together for a massively fun music sharing experience! www.jbl.com
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Gifts
Under
$100

Petkit Eversweet Travel Waterer $30 US
Petkit is a Canadian company that is infusing innovative ideas
and technology into products designed for our furry friends.
From water and feeding solutions to toys, accessories and
cleaning products, this company has all the needs of your dog
or cat covered. This Travel Waterer means you’ll never have
to buy another environment-unfriendly plastic water bottle
while takeing Max for a walk. Just press the button and the
integrated bowl will fill up with clean, filtered water. Press it
again and the water will flow back into the bottle, filtering all
the debris from Max’s beard. www.petkit.com
Shure SE215-K-UNI Sound-Isolating Earphones $99 US
If you, a friend or family member have been looking for a reasonably priced set of earphones, the
Shure SE215 Sound Isolating Earphones would be my recommendation. These earphones fit
snug and comfortably, sealing out unwanted noise to let you “hear it all” at lower volume levels.
They are perfect for late night Netflix binge watching, on the couch or in bed… believe me, I own
a pair. Plus, with the included mic and remote (compatible with both Apple and Android) you can
also take your calls in-between your favourite songs. www.shure.com

Sennheiser CX 2.00 In-Ear Headphones, $60 US
Got someone on your holiday list that always seems to be wearing earphones? The CX 2.00 is a fabulous way to upgrade the sound from any
mobile device. It offers a rich midrange with a deep bass, well suited
for just about any music taste. Its in-line remote allows you to control
volume, and features a built-in mic so you can wear the earphones like
a headset and take phone calls on the go. Four sizes of ear adapters
ensure a perfect fit for every ear and effective noise blocking.
www.sennheiser.com
Merge Cube - The Hologram In Your Hand, $15 US
The Merge Cube is a soft, spongy cube that can be used with a phone or
any headset that is augmented reality (AR) compatible. When viewed
through the companion app on your phone, the glyphs on the cube turn
into holographic-like images. Spin the cube 360-degrees around in your
hand and discover all sorts of easter eggs on the far side, or enjoy one of
the innovative gaming experiences. The Merge Cube offers hours of fun
for the whole family and at just $15, it is probably the best phone accessory ever made. www.mergevr.com
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HD 820

For the love
of sound.
Take your time. Listen. Experience the
unparalleled sound of the new HD 820
dynamic closed back headphones. German
engineered, these hand crafted ear pads
cushion the listener and provide excellent
attenuation of ambient noise, whilst unique
domed glass covers over each transducer
reﬂect sound to minimize resonances.
Without doubt, a new benchmark in
audiophile sound quality.
sennheiser.com/HD820

T H E K A N T A F A M I LY I S G R O W I N G

Kanta n°2

Kanta center

“

Kanta n°3

Kanta n°1

If you want more than a taste of the
real high-end, this is the place to start
KANTA N°2 - HIFI CHOICE

Fiber glass (0,04mm)

”

“F” cones are constructed of a very high quality
Flax fibre core sandwiched between two thin
layers of glass fibre.
These cones satisfy all the essential criteria of
a high-performance diaphragm: high internal
damping for a very neutral and natural sound,
light weight for exceptional speed and dynamics,
and high rigidity for a tight and controlled
sound.

Fiber glass (0,04mm)
Flax (0,4mm)

Flax cones are designed and manufactured in
France to Focal’s exacting standards, and are also
used in Car Audio, Pro Audio, Home Speakers and
Custom Integration products.

Focal.com || CANADA distribution by plurison.com

With Kanta, the treble register is reproduced by
a new pure Beryllium tweeter. This IAL3 tweeter
combines the IAL (Infinite Acoustic Loading) and
IHL (Infinite Horn Loading) tweeters features, both
of which help with the absorption of waves, thus
lowering the tweeter frequency.
To this day, only one material permits a joining
of these parameters: Beryllium. For domes with
identical masses, Beryllium is seven times more rigid
than Titanium or Aluminum. This results in a sound
wave three times faster than Titanium and two and a
half times faster than Aluminum.

Gifts
Under
$300

Sonos One Speaker with Alexa Voice Control,
$249 US
Sonos is the world’s favorite wireless, multiroom speaker brand because the products
are attractively priced, offer fantastic performance and a graphical interface that’s hard
to beat. The One will stream music from just
about any source you can think of: pretty much
all online streaming services, your phone,
home network, internet radio, podcasts and
more. This all-in-one speaker features class
D amplifiers built-in and custom drivers, designed to deliver a rich, room-filling sound.
Amazon Alexa integration means that you
ccan use your voice to control music playback.
w
www.sonos.com

Oculus Go Virtual Reality Headset (32 GB), $199
US
The Oculus Go is somewhat of a revolution in Virtual Reality (VR) because it offers a truly immersive
VR experience in a standalone device, for a price
everyone can afford. You don’t need a high-end
computer or a smartphone, just download a game
right into the headset and you’re off to the races.
With over 1,000 titles available, it’ll take no time
for you to find games and content to get lost in.
Since it’s not tethered to your computer, you’ll
also have the freedom to play it anywhere you like!
www.oculus.com
Nordost SuperFlatline Speaker Cable, $299 US
The SuperFlatline speaker cable is a blast from the past - it is one
of the cables that originally put Nordost on the map. To achieve
great sound you have to use cables that allow your audio components to perform to their fullest potential. This cable offers
detail, clarity and transparency throughout the whole frequency
range - from the lowest bass notes, right up to cymbal strikes.
Its flat geometry increases its signal transfer speed and allow
you to discretely conceal it under the carpet. www.nordost.com

ecobee4 Smart Thermostat, $249 US
Why would you want to control a thermostat from your phone, you ask? Great
question! I (Suave Kajko) didn’t know just how useful this functionality would
be until I started living with an Ecobee in my house. This past summer was so
hot in Toronto, I found myself fiddling with the AC temperature constantly from
my phone, while in bed. I also used the app numerous times to turn on the AC a
few hours ahead of coming back home from various trips up north. My parents
also have one at their cottage and use it to turn up the heat prior to arriving at
the cottage in the winter. The latest ecobee4 version is Alexa enabled and offers
voice control. Amazing product from a great Canadian company! www.ecobee.com
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Gifts
Under
$300

Apple TV 4K 64GB, $199 US
The Apple TV 4K allows you to watch movies in full 4K HDR, giving you an immersive
and lifelike experience. And, not only is video capably delivered in the highest resolution available today but the Apple TV 4K also delivers Dolby Atmos to compatible
system for truly immersive sound. You can stream from your favourite channels and
access your favourite apps, such as Prime Video, HBO NOW, Hulu, and Netflix. Thanks
to Siri integration, you can also control it with your voice. www.apple.com
Google WiFi Mesh System (3 pack), $279 US
Have you or a friend been having trouble getting good WiFi in your home or perhaps
your backyard? The Google WiFi provides you with a local network that works with
your existing modem and ISP to create a mesh network. This mesh network increases your home WiFi coverage so you can download and stream better than ever. Google
has made this intuitive and easy solution to cure your WiFi woes. With the 3 pack
you will have reliable WiFi connectivity in an area up to 4500 square feet. https://
store.google.com

Bluesound Pulse Flex 2i Portable Multi-Room Streaming Speaker, $299 US
The Pulse Flex 2i is a portable wireless speaker with AirPlay2 that provides high
quality sound in an attractive and versatile package. You can place a single
Pulse Flex 2i in any room or pair it with a second one for true stereo sound, and
even take it with you on your travels for near-anywhere music. Using a digital
amplifier and custom-tuned drivers, you will get deep and detailed bass with
non-audible distortion. And, with Alexa, the Pulse Flex 2i will also respond to
your voice commands. www.bluesound.com
20 NOVO

ELAC Debut B6.2 Speaker, $299 US
The new ELAC B6.2 improves on the highly praised
B6 speaker, providing more performance than
ever at a very affordable price. If you are looking
for a way to improve your music listening experience, perhaps it’s time to upgrade your speakers
and it would be very tough to get more for your
dollar than with the ELAC Debut B6.2. Perfect
for listening and re-listening to all your favourite
tunes, over the holidays. www.elac.com
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Gifts
Under
$600

Sony PS4 Pro 4K Game Console + 2nd Dual-Shock Controller,
$459 US ($399 US + $59 US)
The new Sony PS4 Pro 4K Game Console is the most advanced
PlayStation system in history. Taking things up a notch over
the standard 4K model, the PS4 Pro is designed to take full advantage of 4K HDR TVs, while still being compatible with 1080p
TVs. Turn on Boost Mode to give your PS4 games access to the
increased power of PS4 Pro, allowing HDTV Enhanced games to
deliver increased image clarity, faster frame rates and more.
www.playstation.com

SVS Prime Elevation Height Channel Speakers, $199 US each
The SVS Prime Elevation speaker is a unique and capable height-effects speaker that makes moving your home theater up to full surround with height channels via Dolby Atmos; DTS:X or Auro-3D possible without installing ceiling speakers. If you’re like me, with a
room that just isn’t easy to install ceiling speakers in, then the Prime
Elevation height channel speakers are likely your best solution. Easy
to mount on wall or ceiling, you could easily upgrade your own or a
friend’s theater over the holidays. www.svsound.com

HiFiMAN Sundara Headphones, $499 US
Why not dive into something different this holiday season with the HiFiMAN Sundara, an open-back
planar magnetic headphone developed to meet the discerning tastes of audiophiles and music lovers. With a higher sensitivity than the typical planar magnetic headphone, it can be powered by normal electronics, including many mobile phones. With exceptional frequency response and dynamic
realism you are sure to not miss a beat. Both comfortable and fine sounding this headphone is likely
to provide countless hours
urs of music enjoyment. www.hifiman.com

Pro-Ject Debut Carbon Esprit SB (DC) Turntable $599
The new Debut Carbon Esprit SB (DC) turntable aims to deliver
better sound at a very reasonable price, helping vinyl LP listeners
to enjoy their music even more. With a carbon fibre tonearm and
heavy acrylic platter, vinyl playback can be quiet and precise. It
includes a Speed Box (SB) to allow speed changes between 33,
45 and 78 rpm at the flick of a switch. This is one gift pick that is
sure to please the lucky recipient. www.project-audio.com
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Wireless subwoofer included

MusicCast BAR 400
Elevate your home cinema experience with exhilarating DTS
Virtual:X surround sound. Supporting the latest 4K Ultra HD
TVs, the MusicCast BAR 400 with wireless subwoofer delivers
a range of connectivity options, built-in music streaming
services and MusicCast multi-room functionality.

Take your listening experience to another level with wireless
rear speakers. MusicCast Surround lets you connect MusicCast 20
or MusicCast 50 wireless speakers as rear speakers.
*MusicCast 20 and MusicCast 50 Speakers sold seperately.

What’s more, Clear Voice mode brings the sound of narration and
dialogue to the forefront, while keeping the overall sound quality
intact. Movies, TV shows, sports commentary, news casts - all
instantly more clear and audible.

Gifts
Under
$600

Barisieur Tea & Coffee Brewing Alarm Clock, $445 US
No one enjoys being woken up by the sound of a buzzing alarm clock. What if instead your nose got tickled
by the smell of freshly brewed coffee or loose leaf tea
that gently woke you up every morning? The design of
the Barisieur is inspired by the modern ritual of filter
coffee combined together with the analog nature and
looks of a vintage turntable. While in action, you’ll be
mesmerized how the water is transported from the
water vessel to the filter by steam pressure. Just
add water and coffee or tea before you close eyes, and
set the timer. www.barisieur.com

Furutech NCF Booster and Booster-Signal Products, $350 / $215 US
Squeezing every last ounce of performance from your audio system usually means
integrating accessories and tweaks into the system. Furutech offers two NCF
Booster products to help you get the very best out of your existing components.
The NCF Booster provides optimum alignment between connectors and sockets,
and eliminates static by lifting the cables off the floor. The NCF Booster-Signal
lifts audio cables off the floor, minimizing their points of contact with the floor,
and thereby reducing electromagnetic interference. Both products will present
you with unprecedented sonic clarity from your audio components. To maximize
the performance of your system, you’ll need to employ a few of these products.
www.furutech.com

QNAP TS-332X Network Attached Storage (NAS), $398+ US
We live in a digital age and depend on fast and reliable access to our data for
work and entertainment. Nobody wants to put up with the horror of losing
their data. The TS-332X is a NAS computer that offers 3 hard disk bays and a
RAID 5 configuration that will offer quick access to your data from anywhere
around the world, and more importantly rock solid protection for your data.
If one of the drives fails in a RAID 5 setup, you won’t lose any of your data.
With a quad-core 1.7 GHz Cortex-A57 processor, a 10GbE SFP+ port, and
support for M.2 SATA SSDs, this is a very attractive NAS solution for homes
and businesses. www.qnap.com

ImmersionRC Vortex 150 Mini Racing Drone ($175 US) + FrSky Taranis Q X7 Remote ($125
US)
It’s impossible not to be impressed by today’s latest drones, but have you ever seen a racing
drone in action? The speed, maneuverability and aerial stunts these drones can perform are
nothing shy of staggering. The light weight of the Vortex 150 means that you can fly it legally
just about anywhere, even in urban areas. Its on-board camera allows you to use optional
goggles to control it, but it’s easy enough to control without goggles. I got one of these puppies for my last birthday and it’s been an absolute blast to play with - in the city and cottage
country alike. Don’t forget to pick up the matching batteries. www.immersionrc.com
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LIVE TO THE BEAT OF YOUR
MUSIC WITH TRIANGLE AIO

OTHER GLOBAL AUDIO BRANDS AVAILABLE FROM MOTET

GLOBALLY SOURCED.
LOCALLY LOVED.

motetdistribution.com

Rega Planar 3 (P3) with Elys2
Cartridge, $1,145 US
The Rega Planar 3 (P3) was
fully redesigned in 2016 with
amazing results. This turntable is sleek and stylish, yet
will perform like a hot rod when
it comes to playing vinyl LPs.
It comes in a number of lovely
finishes to suit your choice. It
can be ordered with the Rega
Elys2 cartridge mounted and
ready to go, so you or your
loved one doesn’t need to wait
to start that music spinning.
www.rega.co.uk

Gifts
Under
$1,200

Traxxas XO-1 R/C Car and Battery/Charger Complete
Pack, $999 US ($799 US + $199 US)
Many of us dream of owning or at least driving a supercar, so why not turn dreams into reality with the
Traxxas XO-1; the “World’s Fastest Ready-To-Race R/C
supercar”. The Traxxas XO-1 provides lightening quick
steering and AWD traction, with belted slick tires and
functional aerodynamics. No toy, this car demands an
advance driver, doing 0-60 mph in 2.3 seconds, 0-100
mph in 4.92 seconds, with a top speed exceeding
100mph. www.traxxas.com

BenQ TK800 4K HDR projector $1,499 US
The TK800 is the second true 4K, 3840 x 2160 resolution, projector in the
world. With four times the resolution of Full HD 1080p, 4K UHD provides
unbelievably crisp, clear and fine detailed images for large screens. Yes,
this is priced above the $1200 threshold but in this case it’s truly worth
the stretch as it gets you into the formerly prohibitively expensive 4K HDR
performance range. You and your friend will surely be glued to your seats
over the holidays with this pick. www.benq.com

Yamaha RX-A1080 Aventage 7.2 Channel
4K AVR, $1,299 US
The Yamaha RX-A1080 is a fully-loaded
7.2-channel AV receiver that features a
fabulous ESS SABRE DAC, along with seven HDMI inputs and three HDMI outputs. It
incorporates the latest in surround sound
processing, including Dolby Atmos and
DTS:X and also some other desirable features including Zone 2 functions, a phono
input for your new turntable, Wi-Fi, YPAO
with Precision EQ and lots more. www.
yamaha.com

www.novo.press
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Swan Song Audio
Purity of Sound Through
Two Channel Stereo

Tone Wood Monitor & Extension
ension

Speakers & Amplifiers
meticulously designed
and hand built
to order in America.
Using only the finest
audio parts.

Class A DAC / Headphone Amp
www.swansongaudio.com

Totem KIN Play Powered Speakers, $999 US
Got someone on your gift list that could use an upgrade to their sound
with the simplest solution possible? Just connect a smartphone to
this speaker via Bluetooth and play your tunes! Based on Totem’s
wonderful sounding Rainmaker speaker platform, the KIN Play features
wireless connectivity via Bluetooth 4.1 (aptX), an RCA line input that
is switchable to phono (for use with a turntable) or a 3.5 mini jack, a
digital optical input and a subwoofer output. A built-in class D amplifier
offers up 120 Watts per channel. www.totemacoustic.com

JVC KW-V940BW Car Receiver, $699 US
Upgrading your car’s entertainment system is the best way to
modernize any car. After market car stereos still offer far better
functionality and more features than even the best built-in entertainment units found in the latest vehicles. This JVC receiver
sports an awesome 6.8” resistive
touch display and features like Apple
CarPlay, Wireless Android Auto and
WebLink, which allow you to seamlessly control popular apps from your
smartphone right on the display of
the JVC receiver. Therefore you’ll
be able to access navigation apps,
make phone calls, send & receive
texts, and listen to music in a way
that allows you to stay focused on
the road. www.jvc.com

Gifts
Under
$1,200

Triangle AIO 3 Streaming Speaker, $739 US
Triangle is a French speaker manufacturer that makes some amazing
sounding home speakers. The AIO 3 is the company’s first “lifestyle”
speaker that looks absolutely gorgeous and offers the sound to match.
Using Triangle’s well-designed app, you can stream music to it via aptX
Bluetooth, AirPlay, Wi-Fi or UPnP. You can also use it to access music
internet radio station and your favorite streaming services like Spotify,
Deezer, Qobuz and Tidal. You can also plug in other music sources into
the AIO 3 by using its USB, optical and 3.5mm inputs. The AIO 3 can
also be used as a soundbar for your
y TV. www.triangle-fr.com
g

Kirmuss Audio Ultrasonic Record Cleaner $850 US
There’s little joy spinning a dirty record - unless you like the sound of pops and crackles. That’s why
the Kirmuss cleaning machine made it on to our gift list. Traditional record cleaning machines will
make your records look pretty but most times leave undesired residue on the surface of the record
which can actually negatively impact sound quality. The Kirmuss machine uses ultrasonic technology to not just clean, but rather restore your records and bring them back to their former glory. So
bust out that classic Bruce Springstein record, give it a good clean, and rock out like it’s the 90s!
www.kirmussaudio.com
BIS Audio PowerBIS Power Bar, $675 US to $725 US (approx.)
Providing clean power to your audio components is critical when building a high-end audio system.
After all, our audio components take the power that we feed them and “shape” it into the music
that we hear. The Montreal-made PowerBIS is meticulously designed and utilizes the highest quality materials that result in a power bar that is as transparent as possible, while providing superior
sturdiness and contact stability. Available in 6 and 8 cryogenically-treated receptacle versions, the
PowerBIS is a perfect upgrade for every audio system. The power bar comes with a detachable 1.8m
AC20 power cord. www.bisaudio.com

www.novo.press
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Gifts
Under
$2,000

2018 RadRover Electric Fat Bike, $1,699
US
If you are a commuter or just a fan of the
outdoors then you want to consider the
2018 RadRover Electric Fat Bike. This eBike has a rugged and sporty look and with
its fat tires will make any ride a comfortable
one. The 2018 RadRover includes a longrange 48V Lithium-Ion battery which will allow it to be ridden both far and fast, with a
top speed of 20 mph. A gift that is great for
the rider and the environment.
www.radpowerbikes.com

Audience Adept Response aR2p-TO Power Conditioner, $1,750 US
The aR2p-TO is a compact power conditioner with surge protection designed to support two
connected audio components and allow those components to deliver their highest performance
potential. Designed to provide the lowest impedance with optimum wide bandwidth noise reduction, the aR2p-TO will let your amplifier or CD player sing to new heights. No additional power cord
is needed since the AR2p-TO connects directly to your wall outlet. Lift your music system to a
whole new level with clean power! www.audience-av.com

PrimaLuna Prologue Classic Integrated Amplifier, $1,799 US
Following in the footsteps of its predecessors (the Prologue One and Prologue Two),
the new PrimaLuna Prologue Classic integrated amplifier is a worthy successor that
provides event greater performance. This integrated amplifier provides up to 44
watts-per-channel of tube-driven stereo power, which will drive most reasonable loudspeakers to satisfying volume. Point-to-point wiring and a simple and straightforward
design ensure it will provide many years of service. Wonderful sound, and glowing
tubes in a retro package – what’s not to love? www.primaluna-usa.com

Bryston BHA-1 Headphone Amplifier, $1,995 US
The Bryston BHA-1 Balanced Headphone Amplifier
is a no-holds-barred all-out reference performance
headphone amplifier for those who seek the best
to listen to their prized headphones with. If you
or someone dear to you are into listening to music with high quality headphones, this headphone
amplifier is waiting to unleash the performance
you’ve been wishing for. Indulgence can be fun!
www.bryston.com
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Roon x QNAP

Professional Music Library
Management
Hybrid Music Library
Quick Play Function
Multizone Streaming

QNAP HS-453DX
Stylish design with Computex d & i Award 2018

10GbE connectivity for smoother multimedia streaming

Low vibration to keep preventing dust buildup

Being fanless for power-saving

Snapshots fully record the system status and data

4K

HDMI 2.0 4K output

www.qnap.com

Gold Note PH-10 Phono Stage, $1,500 US
If you’ve invested $2,000 or more into your turntable, then you should definitely be running a highend phono stage in your system to unlock the full
potential of your analog setup. The Gold Note PH10 is an absolute gem - it’s among the best sounding phono stages I’ve ever heard and definitely the
most versatile model in the market. It’ll improve
just about every characteristic of sound in your
system - from micro/macro details to soundstaging. The PH-10 simply takes the sound of a turntable and makes it more real. Check out Douglas
Brown’s review of the PH-10 on www.novo.press.
‘nuff said. www.goldnote.it

Gifts
Under
$2,000

DJI Mavic 2 Pro, $1,499 US
If you’re looking for a drone to film your adventures, look no further than the Mavic 2 Pro.
Thanks to its foldable design, this drone is super portable and capable of shooting stunning
1080p HDR video up to 8km away. The Mavic
2 Pro offers over 30 minutes of flight time and
a remarkable amount of tech under the hood,
including omni-directional obstacle avoidance,
a 3-axis camera Gimbal for smooth, stable footage, and a Swedish-made 24-48 mm optical
zoom Hasselblad camera. Just select a destination and take the Mavic 2 Pro with you to
capture unforgettable memories. www.dji.com

Roksan Audio K3 Integrated Amp $2,000 US
If you know someone that’s still listening to music at home on a small wireless speaker and aspires to achieve a higher level of sonic experience, this is the perfect integrated amplifier to get them started. This stereo amplifier offers 2 x 140 Watts and is capable of powering just
about any pair of speakers in the market. The K5 features five RCA inputs, a moving magnet phono input for a turntable, a headphone jack, and
a Bluetooth connection for wireless streaming. All you need is a good pair of speakers and some great tunes! www.roksan.co.uk

www.novo.press
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Gifts
Over
$2,000

McIntosh MA5300 Integrated Amplifier, $5,500 US
The MA5300 integrated amp is the most affordable means of getting a
taste of the legendary McIntosh sound. This direct coupled, solid state
amp puts out 100 watts per channel into 8 Ohms, and displays a readout
of power on dual blue analog meters. It offers great flexibility thanks to 6
analog inputs (which include a Moving Magnet turntable input) and 6 digital inputs. There’s even an on-board DAC that supports DSD256 and DXD
384 kHz for high resolution playback. The digital inputs are all housed
on a separate module which can be replaced in the future as new digital
formats become available. www.mcintoshlabs.com
JVC DLA-X790R Projector, $3,999 US
Here’s a gift the whole family will fall in love with for the holidays! The days
of washed out projector images are far behind us. This JVC gem produces
an exquisite picture that will immerse you in your favorite movies just like
a movie theater. Thanks to HDR10 compatibility, a 1,300 lumen lamp and
130,000:1 native contrast ratio the X790R paints a bright and highly detailed picture. Like most projectors available today this model’s native resolution is 1080p, but JVC’s e-shift5 4K Precision tech up-converts the picture
to 4K. Just add popcorn and a movie! www.jvc.com
LG OLED65E8PUA 65-inch OLED 4K TV, $3,199 US
If you’re looking for the very best picture quality today, then an OLED TV is definitely the way
to go. The OLED display of this TV combined with 4K resolution, and HRD, result in a superbly
natural picture that is filled with remarkable details. Movies, sports and games will come
alive with inky blacks and intense colors, pulling you deep into the on-screen action. The
remote has Google Assistant built-in so you can control the TV with your voice, but it is also
compatible with Alexa devices. www.lg.com
34 NOVO
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Gifts
Over
$2,000

Yamaha A-S2100 Integrated Amplifier, $3,999 US
Though this isn’t a new product its performance punch is above its weight and should
be on your shortlist if you are shopping for an integrated amplifier at anywhere near its
price. It has a beautiful retro-chic look, a wonderful sturdy build and most importantly
sounds deliciously fine. Yamaha is well known for their musical instruments and this
musical knowledge carries over into this integrated amplifier. Bathe yourself in gorgeous sounding music over the holidays with the Yamaha A-S2100. www.yamaha.com

Monitor Audio Silver 500 loudspeakers with Silver W-12 subwoofer, $4,150 US
($2,500 US + $1,650 US)
To really appreciate music in your home you need a great pair of speakers and the
Monitor Audio Silver series is a perfect example of high performance at a reasonable
price. This is the 6th generation of the award-winning Silver series and it’s better
than ever. The Silver 500 is the flagship of the series and provides top-notch performance. Pair it with the W-12 subwoofer and you have a gift that no one could forget.
www.monitoraudio.com

Sony Master Series XBR-65A9F 65-inch 4K/HDR OLED
TV, $4,500 US
Sony’s new 2nd Generation OLED 4K Master Series television – the XBR-65A9F is Sony’s most advanced consumer television to date. Not only will it produce jaw
dropping gorgeous images it will also work with Alexaenabled devices. Beyond amazing colors and an extrawide viewing angle, this TV even produces sound directly
from its screen. With top notch image and features, the
new Sony Master Series XBR-65A9F will surely please
every member of the family. www.sony.com
E.A.T. C-Major Turntable & Jo No.5 MC Cartridge, $3,345 US
If getting the best sound from your vinyl LP records is your
wish this holiday season then the E.A.T. C-Major turntable is
worth looking into. E.A.T. has a great reputation for producing
fine sounding products and the C-Major is likely their highest value for money product. Sweetening this even more is
the discount offered when you package a mounted cartridge,
like the Jo No.5 MC, with the C-Major. Help a friend or family
member take full appreciation of their vinyl music collection
with this turntable. www.europeanaudioteam.com
www.novo.press
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REVIEW
by Douglas Brown

Gold Note
PH-10 Phono-Stage and PSU-10 Power Supply

H

aving recently reviewed Gold Note’s
stunningly good sounding P-1000 solid
state pre-amplifier, when NOVO asked if I’d
like to review Gold Note’s PH-10 solid state
phono stage ($1,500 USD) and PSU-10 upgrade A/C power supply ($1100 USD), I was
more excited than Tom Cruise bouncing up
and down on one of Oprah’s interview sofas.
Based out of Firenze Italy, Gold Note are
world renowned for fabricating high-end
turntables, tonearms, cartridges, amplifiers,
and top shelf audio components.
DESIGN & FEATURES

My review sample PH-10 phono preamplifier came with a gorgeous black
anodized aluminum chassis. The PH-10 is
also available in red, silver, black and gold
finishes. From an aesthetic standpoint, this
is an irrationally beautiful component with
an exceedingly high WAF (wife acceptance
factor).
www.novo.press

Gold Note makes average looking gear like
Lamborghini builds average looking cars. The
PH-10 is a work of art. From the front panel’s
TFT display to the raked tiger-claw vents in
the chassis, this is the sexiest phono stage
that I’ve ever reviewed.
The PH-10 is loaded with options and
features too. It has six equalization curves
including the RIAA, Decca-London, AmericanColumbia EQ curves. Optionally each of the
internationally recognized curves can be
set to “enhanced” which uses Gold Note’s
cutting-edge proprietary technology to
achieve the best vinyl playback experience.
The color front panel display shows which
specific EQ curve is in use.
The PH-10 has two separate RCA phono
inputs which can be connected to two
different turntables at the same time. Each
input can be set for either an M/M or M/C
cartridge. This phono preamp also offers four
different selectable gain levels: -3dB, 0dB,

+3dB, and +6dB. This allows for precision
matching to whatever output level is coming
from a specific M/M or M/C cartridge.
The PH-10 also has nine different loading
options: 10:, 22:, 47:, 100:, 220:,
470:, 1,000:, 22K:, and 47K:.
This is the most customizable and versatile
phono stage I’ve ever seen under the $3K
USD retail mark. A lot of $5K+ USD level
phono stages don’t offer this many gain and
loading settings.
The PSU-10 is an outboard higher capacity
power supply that’s designed specifically
to improve the sound quality of the PH-10
phono stage. Its solid state circuitry uses
four independent transformers. Three of the
transformers are dedicated to the A/C power
supply. One transformer solely powers the
inductive filter.
Gold Note’s proprietary *dual choke* design
filters signal voltages to minimize A/C
borne RFI and EMI distortion and electrical
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“pollution” coming from the A/C grid. They
claim that the PSU-10’s higher capacity
dramatically enhances the PH-10’s macro
and micro dynamics, increases resolution
& transparency, and allows the phono stage
to reproduce far more micro-details within a
larger 3-dimensional soundstage.
The front panel of the PSU-10 has one ‘On/
Off’ LED. The rear panel has a 15Amp male IEC
plug, a ‘Master Control’ power switch, and
one proprietary power supply cable output.
Connecting the unit is a no-brainer. Simply
plug an A/C power cord into the PSU-10’s
rear panel IEC inlet. Then connect the PSU10 to the PH-10 via a custom 8-pin cable.
And Voila…! That’s it. Gold Note recommends
NOT placing the PSU-10 too close to the PH10. As both units are half-sized, positioning
the PSU-10 a wee distance away from the
PH-10 is easy.
PERFORMANCE

I primarily used my heavily-modified Rega
Planar 25 turntable + RB-600 tonearm with
a Sumiko Pearwood Celebration Mk#2 M/C
cartridge as a source. Although I conducted
listening tests with far more expensive TTs
and tonearms, my P25 is priced right for
someone interested in the PH-10 + PSU-10
combo. I left the PSU-10 ‘On’ all of the time.
It settled-in and reached its best sound after
about a week of daily usage.
With a phono stage as versatile as the
PH-10, finding the best sounding input
impedance setting isn’t an exact science.
There are, after all, a myriad of factors
that affect the sound quality produced by
any TT rig. These include the quality of the
vinyl itself, the thickness of the record,
the manufacturing quality of any record’s
grooves, and even how and where the album
was mastered.
I tried different LPs with various impedance
settings with my Rega P25 rig and couldn’t
isolate a pattern of one setting sounding
consistently better than the others. Although
I listened to all of the EQ curves, the RIAA
setting produced the best sonics. You want
a perfect solution? Try a cup of Timmy’s
Columbian roast with fresh 18% cream and
some brown sugar.
Sonically speaking, the $2,600 USD PH10 + PSU-10 combo bats right down the
middle. It doesn’t sound overly warm and
euphonic like a 1980s era vacuum tube
phono stage. Nor does it sound as flat and/or
2-dimensional as most modern sub-$3K USD
level solid state phono pre-amps.
Overall, I’m delighted to report that
40 NOVO

the $2,600 USD PH-10 + PSU-10 combo
produced a sound quality that competes
— heck… even surpasses — many phono
stages in the $3.5K USD to $4K USD level.
Gold Note’s PH-10 didn’t create the warmth
or timbral accuracy of my heavily-modified
Sonic Frontiers Phono-1 SE or my Manley
Steelhead tube phono stages. The PSU-10
does, however, push the sound quality of the
PH-10 significantly higher. For its $2,600
USD combo asking price, the PH-10’s sound
quality is exceptionally high. No other solid
state phono preamp produces such stellar
sonics at, by audiophile standards, such an
affordable price.
Released in 1996, Diane Schuur’s Love
Walked In is a superb collection of reworked
tunes by George and Ira Gershwin, Irving
Berlin, Jay Livingston, and Sammy Cahn. On
songs like “Time After Time”, “Say It Isn’t
So”, “Blue Gardenia”, “Never Let Me Go”,
“Sunday Kind of Love”, and the title track
“Love Walked In”, Schuur delivers sublime
vocals.
The sonics on my original 150 gram
pressing are superb. Gold Note’s PH-10 +
PSU-10 combo offered superb low-level
detail retrieval, deeper resolution, greater
harmonic richness, and better dynamics
than any sub-$5K USD level phono pre-amp
I’ve previously listened to. Hearing Schuur’s
subtle shadings and impassioned vocals
reproduced like this was a musical epiphany.
The PH-10 created a large soundstage
that was a bit broader and deeper, with
even more distinct layering, than my battlesavvy SFI Phono-1 SE. Within this spacious
3-dimensional sonic landscape, individual
instruments were reproduced with precise
spacing and positioning.
I was impressed by the PH-10’s harmonic
accuracy too; especially with the texture
and immediacy of Schuur’s vocals. I’ve rarely
if ever heard the songs on Love sound so
vibrant and alive.
Released in 1985, Robert Plant’s
Shaken’n’Stirred is an odd collection of
quirky songs like “Hip to Hoo”, “Kallalou
Kallalou”, “Too Loud”, “Trouble Your Money”,
and “Sixes and Sevens”. Most of the tunes on
this album are disposable rubbish. And yet,
there’s one particular track that makes this
a must have record. That song opens side ‘B’
on the record and is called “Little by Little”.
Gold Note’s PH-10 + PSU-10 combo let me
hear the incredible PRaT, groove, and texture
of “Little”. The amount of air and space
between the bass, keyboards, guitars, and
Plant’s soaring vocals heard on this track

left me with shivering goosebumps.
Across the frequency registers, the PH-10
sounded precise, accurate, and engaging. In
particular, the texture of Plant’s voice was
articulate and mesmerizing. The exceptional
low-level detail recovery and timbral accuracy
of the PH-10 allowed Plant’s churning and
desperate vocals to come surging forth with
a breathtaking immediacy and a palpable
sense of purpose. The sonics on “Little by
Little” vividly illustrated the PH-10’s ability
to recreate the propulsive rhythm, infectious
groove, and toe-tapping drive of this song.
Many solid state phono stages exist in the
sub-$2K USD price bracket. None of them
offer the versatility, upgradeability, and
stellar sound quality of Gold Note’s $1,500
USD PH-10. Combined with their $1100 USD
PSU-10 outboard A/C power supply, in this
price range, Gold Note’s $2,600 USD flagship
phono preamp combo is the best of the best.
Nothing — repeat… nothing — at this price
point exists that comes equipped with so
many different impedance and gain settings,
EQ curves, and future-proof upgrade paths.
With the PH-10, Gold Note has knocked it
out of the park.
Gold Note
www.goldnote.it
Distributed in Canada by
Tri-cell Enterprises
www.tricellenterprises.com
1-800-263-8151
(905) 265-7870
Gold Note PH-10 Phono-Stage
Price: $1,500 USD
Gold Note PSU-10 Power Supply
Price: $1,100 USD
www.novo.press

REVIEW
by George de Sa

Focal
Kanta N°2 Loudspeakers

S

ince 1979, Focal has been designing and
manufacturing high-fidelity audio products. The French company, based in SaintÉtienne, produces a full slew of products,
including home loudspeakers, car speaker
audio, studio monitors and over the last few
years, headphones. All Focal products are
designed in-house, in France, while their
high-end products are manufactured there,
as well. Take a look at any Focal high-end
product and you will find the three words…
‘Made In France’ proudly displayed, as a
pledge of quality in both design and workmanship.
DESIGN & FEATURES

The Focal Kanta loudspeaker range is the
company’s newest line, launched by Focal in
October 2017 with a single model; the Kanta
N°2. The Focal Kanta N°2 is a mid-tower
loudspeaker that by itself, would suit a wide
range of applications; however, a single model
line was not what Focal intended. This past
September 2018 Focal released three more
www.novo.press

models within the Kanta loudspeaker range:
the Kanta N°1 standmount, N°3 full-size
floor standing and the Kanta Center. This
four model Kanta range is positioned just
above Focal’s long-lived Electra 1000 Be 2
range and just below their Focal Sopra range.
It’s clear that the days of the Focal Electra
range are numbered, though you’ll still find
it on the Focal website, it’s no longer listed
in their 2018 Classic Collection brochure. I
personally know the Electra range well as
an owner of the Focal 1008 Be standmount
speaker.
The Kanta range is a special line of speakers
from Focal, as not only does it incorporate
trickle-down technologies from the flagship
Utopia and Sopra loudspeaker ranges but it
also introduces three all-new technological
advances, currently unique to the Kanta
range. 1. The Kanta loudspeakers are the
first-ever Focal loudspeakers to pair a Flax
“F” Sandwich Cone with a pure Beryllium (Be)
tweeter; 2. all Kanta loudspeakers have an
all-new one-piece moulded High Density

Polymer (HDP) baffle and; 3. the Kanta range
is the first to use Focal’s next generation
IAL3 Be tweeter.
Focal introduced their Flax “F” Sandwich
Cones in 2013.
The F Cones are
manufactured in France from high-quality
flax fibers, sandwiched between layers
of glass. Why flax? Focal spent years to
find just the right alternative material for
their cones. In comparison to other natural
fibers… like paper, flax provides lower
colouration, greater midrange richness and
tighter bass. As well, since France is the
largest European producer of flax and French
flax is also considered to be the best in the
world, it’s a perfect high quality material
for their speaker cones. In contrast, the W
Cones used in the Electra, Sopra and Utopia
ranges use a proprietary foam inner core,
rather than flax. This foam is petroleum
based and hence, has been susceptible to
price volatility and recent steep increases in
oil prices. In addition, the W cones require
hand-assembly, whereas the new flax F
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Cones are machine assembled, making them
much more suited to very competitively
priced loudspeaker ranges, like the Kanta.
Pairing the flax F Cones with the pure 100%
Beryllium (Be) tweeter is claimed to embody
the Kanta range with added warmth and
musicality.
The one-piece moulded HDP speaker baffle
on the Kanta N°2 was designed to provide
acoustic softness and warmth. The new HDP
material is 70% denser, 15% more rigid and
offers 25% more damping than MDF, while
supposedly eliminating any sound diffraction.
This baffle also incorporates Focal’s Power
Flow technology that uses a front and rear
vent to limit bass compression.
This IAL3 tweeter brings together the IAL
(Infinite Acoustic Loading) and IHL (Infinite
Horn Loading) features, from the Sopra range.
This design provides optimal absorption of
waves, allowing a lower tweeter frequency,
while reducing distortion and increasing
clarity.
The Kanta N°2 is a 3-way bass reflex midsize floor-standing speaker, which uses a
dual (front & rear) Power Flow port design. It
measures 44-1/64” x 124-1/64” x 18-25/32”
and weighs 77.2 lbs. Power handling is 40
to 300 Watts-per-channel, with a sensitivity
of 91db and frequency response of 35 Hz to
40 kHz. It pairs a 1-1/16” pure Beryllium
tweeter with three 6-1/2” flax F-Cones.
Form follows function, with the Kanta N°2.
It’s unusual, yet stylistic oversized front
baffle, is sure to catch attention and inspire
conversation. This baffle gently leans
rearward from the bottom up to the tweeter
height at which point it leans forward. This
shape, mimicking that of the Sopra and
Utopia loudspeakers, ensures perfect time
alignment of the drivers, allowing for a
simplified crossover and the benefits of
greater purity of signal reproduction, driver
coherence and spatial imaging. There are four
baffle finishes available for each of the two
cabinet finishes, so lots to mix and match.
The review sample was in a most attractive
high-gloss Gauloise Blue (baffle) with Black
High Gloss (cabinet). The speaker sits on
very substantial cast alloy legs with robust
spiked feet. I was thoroughly impressed
with the build and finish, which seemed to
be in keeping with Focal’s higher Sopra and
Utopia loudspeaker ranges.
I evaluated the Kanta N°2 in my 13’ x
19’ acoustically treated listening room.
Amplification was primarily by a Bryston
BP173 preamplifier and 4B3 amplifier,
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though I did spend some time driving them
with my Rega Elex-R integrated. The digital
source was a MOON by Simaudio 280D DAC
/ digital player, streaming music from my
PC and Tidal HiFi; while the analog source
was a VPI Scout turntable with Dynavector
10×5 MC cartridge and Pro-Ject Phonobox
II SE stage. Cabling was primarily Nordost
Heimdall 2 and Tyr, with a Nordost QB8
powerblock.
PERFORMANCE

Once I finished breaking in the Kanta N°2
(about 150 hours) the first thing I noticed
about its sound was an inherent warmth
across its frequency range, right across
and into the treble. It might seem odd to
describe the high frequencies as warm but
it is something that goes hand in hand with
low distortion, highly coherent drivers. Now
to be sure, the Kanta N°2 is not rolled-off. On
the contrary, I found it to be very extended
and open in the high frequencies. There was
also no apparent lack of treble energy but its
high frequencies were smooth and absent
of any sense of thinness or leading edge
emphasis. This smoothness and warmth
in the treble gave the Kanta N°2 a sense
of ease; most desirable for long listening
sessions as well as for music tracks that
may themselves lack smoothness… anyone
for some Led Zeppelin?
Since I own the Focal Electra 1008 Be
standmount speakers it made sense to
do a little comparing. As expected, the
standmount was no match for the Kanta
N°2 in the low frequencies, with the latter
delivering more impact, fullness and depth.
Comparing the midrange, it was quite
obvious that the Kanta possessed greater
inner warmth, delivering vocals with more
realism and life. The treble of the Focal
Electra 1008 Be was noticeably thinner
and apparently crisper, calling out leading
edges on notes, while the Kanta N°2’s
portrayed treble detail in a less obvious
manner, exposing details intrinsically within
the music. There are those that might avoid
metal dome tweeters, Beryllium included,
favouring soft-dome tweeters for their
slightly softer, slightly warmer and perhaps
more organic qualities. Yet, it is in this
very regard that the Kanta will surprise, and
perhaps win over some of these dissenters.
The IAL3 tweeter in the Kanta N°2 combines
the accuracy, extension and air of a Beryllium
tweeter, together with the warmth that wins
over many to soft-dome tweeters.

I gave a listen to the track “House of the
Rising Sun” via Tidal HiFi, from the album
Songs of Anarchy – Season 1-4. The opening
vocals were rich and large, the rumble of
the lead singer’s chest revealed, just as
it should. It was obvious that the Kanta
N°2 has no trouble with rendering scale,
casting the large and ominous presence of
this track. The thump of the kick drum was
produced with a heavy thud, assuring me of
this speaker’s readiness to rock. Moving
to the Cowboy Junkies, The Trinity Session,
it was obvious to me that the Kanta N°2
can dig admirably low. Though it can’t
provide the weight on the lowest of audible
frequencies (20 to 30 Hz) like a subwoofer
or large tower might, it does give you a great
sense of what’s going on down deep, right
to that 30 Hz threshold. When it comes to
bass, the Kanta N°2 most certainly delivers
textured, weighty and dynamic bass, without
www.novo.press
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any undesired bloat. I relished in the bass
rhythms of tracks such as “Am I Wrong”,
from 6 String Theory. Other tracks where
the Kanta N°2 demonstrated its proficiency
with bass were “Something Evil” by the Hot
Damns and “Flight of the Cosmic Hippo” by
Béla Fleck.
I was taken aback by how realistic the
midrange of the Kanta N°2 was with voices,
like Lori Cullen’s on the track “Moon River”.
The N°2 provides just enough warmth to
breathe life into recordings. It performs a
lovely balancing act between detail portrayal
and musicality; leaning just slightly to the
warm-side of neutral, while also favouring
musicality over forensic detail retrieval.
What you hear with the Kanta N°2 in the
midrange is detail that conjures realism.
Speaking of realism, the Kanta N°2 provided
me with a spine tingling experience when
playing Cassandra Wilson’s album title track
“Another Country”. Here it was exceptional
at revealing the accurate timbre of the
woodblock strikes, preserving the natural
tone, reverberation and sustain impeccably.
Soundstaging and imaging were also no
obstacles for the Kanta N°2. This, in fact,
would be one of its strong points. The
speaker is able to cast large soundstages
when called for but shrink to the occasion
of a jazz trio. Images are clearly laid out,
separated, and anchored. Front to back

layering is also tactfully accomplished
by the N°2. When tracks contained wraparound soundstages, the Kanta was able to
deliver. There was also a good measure of
height or buoyancy to images when called
for. I took note of the manner that the Kanta
N°2 presented images. One thing it doesn’t
do is spotlight or for that matter, highlight
image outlines; rather, the N°2 depicts
images in three dimensions with soft edges.
I apply the analogy of plasma vs. LCD here.
Position the Kanta N°2 well and you will be
rewarded with an amazing disappearing act,
the kind of which is usually reserved for only
the likes of standmount speakers.
While the Kanta N°2 is able to deliver
copious amounts of musical detail from
recordings it never leans to the analytical.
I would consider them to be both an
audiophile and a music lover’s loudspeaker.
Play lesser recordings on them and they
draw your attention to the best parts within,
while avoiding undue attention to recording
weaknesses. But, play great recordings on
the Kanta N°2 and it will surely blanket you
in aural beauty. The touch of warmth the N°2
possesses also makes it not too demanding
on ancillary equipment. Yes, an integrated
amplifier will surely do but when you are
ready to move upscale on amplification, the
Kanta will stand up and deliver more.
The Kanta N°2 has been a welcome

guest at my home since its arrival. From
its distinctive style, excellent build and
finish, and through to its performance, the
Kanta N°2 has been an absolute pleasure
to experience. Yes, there is a lot of
competition in this price category and there
are a few other loudspeakers at this price
point that I could recommend but the Kanta
N°2 carves out its own spot amongst the
crowd. Incorporating the latest in Focal
innovations, Kanta makes the unobtainable,
now obtainable. I’m not exactly sure where
the name Kanta originates. My guess is that
it has something to do with the Spanish
word “Canta” that means sing or perhaps
from the Filipino word “Kanta” that means
song. Either derivation would be appropriate
but for now, when it comes to the Kanta N°2,
I’d like to think of it meaning, ‘a loudspeaker
that Kanta miss a note’.
Focal
www.focal.com
Distributed in Canada by
Plurison
www.plurison.com
1-866-271-5689
Focal Kanta N°2 Loudspeaker
Price: $9,999 USD / pair

